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UNIVERSAL COMPLETELY REGULAR DENDRITESBYK. OMILJANOWSKI (Wroªaw) and S. ZAFIRIDOU (Patras)Dediated to the memory of Professor Janusz J. CharatonikAbstrat. We de�ne a dendrite E{n} whih is universal in the lass of all ompletelyregular dendrites with order of points not greater than n. In partiular, the dendrite E{ω}is universal in the lass of all ompletely regular dendrites. The onstrution starts withthe standard universal dendrite D{n} of order n desribed by J. J. Charatonik.We use the term ontinuum to mean any nonempty, ompat and on-neted metrizable spae. A ontinuum X is said to be:� regular if X has a basis of open sets with �nite boundaries;� ompletely regular if eah nondegenerate subontinuum of X has non-empty interior (in X);� a dendrite if X is loally onneted and ontains no simple losed urve.It is well known that any dendrite is regular ([8, �51, VI, p. 301℄), anyplanar, ompletely regular ontinuum is regular and every regular ontinuumis hereditarily loally onneted ([8, �51, IV℄). Thus any ompletely regularontinuum that ontains no simple losed urve is a dendrite.For more results onerning the properties of dendrites and their behaviorunder some speial mappings we refer the reader to [3℄.A spae X is said to be universal for a lass F of spaes provided that

X ∈ F and eah member of F an be homeomorphially imbedded in X.Note that the de�nition of a universal spae does not guarantee its unique-ness.It is known that:(1) There exists a universal dendrite ([13℄).(2) There is no universal regular ontinuum ([12℄, ompare [9, Th. 1.6℄).(3) There exists a universal ompletely regular ontinuum ([5℄).(4) There is no universal planar regular ontinuum ([6℄, ompare [10,Th. 4.2℄).
2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 54C25, 54F50.Key words and phrases: dendrite, ompletely regular ontinuum, universal spae.[149℄



150 K. OMILJANOWSKI AND S. ZAFIRIDOUThe problem of existene of a universal element in the lass of all planarompletely regular ontinua raised by J. Krasinkiewiz ([7℄) is still open.The universal dendrite, �rst onstruted by Wa»ewski, is desribed in [1℄(denoted as Dω). In [2℄, [4℄ there are desriptions of dendrites D{n} whihare universal in the lass of all dendrites with order of points not greaterthan n.In this paper we de�ne dendrites E{n} with similar properties in the lassof ompletely regular dendrites.

D{4} E{4}For the reader's onveniene we piture the dendrites D{4} and E{4} (D{4}is sometimes alled the Janiszewski emetery). They are limits of the follow-ing spaes. Starting with a square we indutively replae eah square witha small opy of the appropriate pattern: for D{4} and for E{4}.The dendrites E{n} will be de�ned axiomatially.First we reall the onept of order of a point (see [8, �51℄). By the order ofa point p in a spae X, written ord(p, X), is meant the least ardinal number
n suh that p has an arbitrarily small neighborhood in X with boundary ofardinality ≤ n. We say that p is of order ω in X if p has arbitrarily smallneighborhoods in X with �nite boundaries but ord(p, X) > n for any naturalnumber n.We put Ordn X for the set of all points of X of order n.A point of order 2 (resp. > 2) is alled an ordinary point (resp. a branhpoint).The set of all ordinary points is a dense subset of a dendrite and theset of all branh points of a dendrite is at most ountable ([8, �51, VI,Theorems 7, 8℄.The symbol pq stands for the ar with end points p and q. An ar pq issaid to be free in a spae X if pq\{p, q} is an open subset of X. For dendritesthis is equivalent to pq \ {p, q} not ontaining any branh points.Note that the above de�nition of order of a point in a regular ontinuumoinides with the de�nition of order of a point p as the number of arsinterseting exatly in their ommon end point p (see [8, �51, I, 8, and thefollowing remark℄).



UNIVERSAL DENDRITES 151We use the following onept of ar-density.
Definition 1. We say that a set Q ⊂ X is arwise dense at a ∈ X if

Q∩ ab \ {a} 6= ∅ for any ar ab ⊂ X; Q is arwise dense in X if Q is arwisedense at eah a ∈ X.In [2℄ and [4℄ there are some generalizations onerning the uniqueness ofsome speial universal dendrites. They may be summarized in the followingtheorem.
Theorem 2 ([2℄, [4℄). Let ∅ 6= S ⊂ {3, 4, . . . , ω} be given. There exists aunique DS with the following two properties:

(D′
S
) the order of any branh point of DS belongs to S,

(D′′
S
) Ords DS is arwise dense in DS for any s ∈ S.Moreover , if m = maxS, then DS and D{m} are universal in the lassof dendrites having orders at most m. In partiular D{ω} is a universaldendrite.We de�ne axiomatially ompletely regular dendrites ES with similarproperties.
Definition 3. Let ∅ 6= S ⊂ {3, 4, . . . , ω} be given. We denote by ESany dendrite X satisfying the following three onditions:

(E ′
S
) the order of any branh point of X belongs to S,

(E ′′
S
) Ords X is arwise dense at any non-ordinary point of X for any

s ∈ S,
(E ′′′) for any ar ab ⊂ X there is a free ar a′b′ in X ontained in ab.We show the existene and uniqueness of ES , and that ES is universal inthe lass of ompletely regular dendrites with branh points having ordersin S. But �rst we desribe some details of a method of replaing points withars.Let q be a separating point of a ontinuum X and let X\{q} = C0∪C1 bethe union of disjoint open sets. We an replae q with an ar by attahing itsend points to C0 and C1. Formally, we an de�ne this new spae A(X, {q})as the subspae of the produt X × [0, 1]:

A(X, {q}) = (C0 × {0}) ∪ ({q} × [0, 1]) ∪ (C1 × {1}).Note that if q separates X into exatly two omponents, then A(X, {q}) isuniquely de�ned (up to homeomorphism).For a ountable set Q = {q1, q2, . . .} of separating points of a ontinuum
X we may replae these points with ars indutively. In short, if X \ {qn} =
C0

n ∪ C1
n, where C0

n and C1
n are open and disjoint for n = 1, 2, . . ., then weput

A(X, Q) = {(x, t1, t2, . . .) ∈ X × [0, 1]ω : x ∈ Ci
n ⇒ tn = i}.



152 K. OMILJANOWSKI AND S. ZAFIRIDOUNote that if for any qn ∈ Q the set X \ {qn} has exatly two omponents,then the spae A(X, Q) is uniquely de�ned (up to homeomorphism) and itdoes not depend on the enumeration of elements of Q.Observe that the projetion π : A(X, Q) → X is monotone sine π−1(q)is a free ar of A(X, Q) for q ∈ Q, and π−1(x) is a singleton for x 6∈ Q.
Proposition 4. Let Q be a ountable set of ordinary points of a den-drite X.(i) Then A(X, Q) is a dendrite.(ii) If Q is arwise dense in X, then A(X, Q) is ompletely regular.Proof. (i) Of ourse A(X, {q1}) is a dendrite and the projetion f1 :

A(X, {q1}) → X is monotone. Observe that for n = 1, 2, . . . we have byindution
A(X, {q1, . . . , qn, qn+1}) = A(A(X, {q1, . . . , qn}), (f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn)−1(qn+1)),hene the spae A(X, {q1, . . . , qn, qn+1}) is a dendrite and the natural pro-jetion fn+1 : A(X, {q1, . . . , qn+1}) → A(X, {q1, . . . , qn}) is monotone.So A(X, Q) is homeomorphi to the inverse limit

lim
←−

{A(X, {q1, . . . , qn}), fn}of the system of dendrites with monotone bonding mappings, hene it is adendrite (see [11, Theorem 10.36℄).(ii) As Q is arwise dense in X, the sets π−1(X\Q) and cl(π−1(X \Q)) arezero-dimensional. Therefore eah nondegenerate subontinuum of A(X, Q)ontains an interior point of some free ar π−1(qn), hene it has nonemptyinterior.
Theorem 5. Let ∅ 6= S ⊂ {3, 4, . . . , ω} be given.(i) If Q is a ountable set of ordinary points of the dendrite DS whihis arwise dense in DS , then the dendrite A(DS , Q) has properties

(E ′
S
), (E ′′

S
) and (E ′′′).(ii) If a dendrite X has properties (E ′

S
), (E ′′

S
) and (E ′′′), then it is hom-eomorphi to A(DS , Q) for some ountable arwise dense set Q ofordinary points in DS.(iii) Let Q′, Q′′ be ountable sets of ordinary points of the dendrite DSwhih are arwise dense in DS. Then there exists an autohomeo-morphism h of DS suh that h(Q′) = Q′′. Moreover , A(DS , Q′) ishomeomorphi to A(DS , Q′′).Proof. (i) By Proposition 4 the spae A(DS , Q) is a ompletely regulardendrite, hene it has property (E ′′′).



UNIVERSAL DENDRITES 153It follows easily from the onstrution of A(DS , Q) that ord(z,A(DS, Q))
= ord(π(z), DS) for eah z ∈ A(DS , Q), and therefore properties (D′

S
) and

(D′′
S
) of DS yield properties (E ′

S
) and (E ′′

S
) of A(DS , Q).(ii) First, notie that (E ′′

S
) implies that the end points of any free ar in

X are ordinary. Therefore maximal free ars are pairwise disjoint. Now weidentify points of free ars; formally, we de�ne x ≈ y i� x = y or xy is a freear in X.We shall prove that the quotient spae X/≈ is the dendrite DS .Sine the natural projetion p : X → X/≈ is monotone, the spae X/≈is a dendrite and for any nonfree ar ab of X the projetion p(ab) is anar of X/≈. One an easily verify that ord(x, X) = ord(p(x), X/≈) for eah
x ∈ X. Therefore, sine X satis�es onditions (E ′

S
) and (E ′′

S
), the dendrite

X/≈ satis�es onditions (D′
S
) and (D′′

S
) of Theorem 2. Thus X/≈ is thedendrite DS .Let Q denote the set of all nondegenerate equivalene lasses of ≈. Sinefor any q ∈ Q the set p−1(q) is a maximal free ar of X, Q is a ountableset of ordinary points of X/≈. From (E ′′′) it follows that Q is arwise densein X/≈.It is easy to see that A(X/≈, Q) is homeomorphi to X.(iii) The proof of the existene of the homeomorphism h is similar tothe proof of Theorem 6.2 of [4℄ (f. Lemma 6.13 of [4℄), therefore it is omit-ted. Of ourse h indues a natural homeomorphism between A(DS , Q′) and

A(DS , Q′′).
Theorem 6. Let ∅ 6= S ⊂ {3, 4, . . . , ω} be given. There exists a uniquedendrite ES with properties (E ′

S
), (E ′′

S
) and (E ′′′). The spae ES is universalin the lass of ompletely regular dendrites with branh points having ordersin S, i.e. in the lass of dendrites whih satisfy (E ′

S
) and (E ′′′).Proof. The existene and uniqueness of ES follow from Theorem 5. Toprove its universality let a ompletely regular dendrite X have orders of itsbranh points in S. We an assume that X ⊂ DS (see Theorems 6.6�6.8of [4℄). Sine Ord2 DS is arwise dense in DS the set Ord2 DS ∩ X is ar-wise dense in X. Sine X satis�es (E ′′′) we an �nd a ountable set Q1 ⊂

Ord2 DS ∩ X arwise dense in X whih is ontained in the union of the in-teriors of all free ars in X. Of ourse Q1 ⊂ Ord2 X. One an easily verifythat A(X, Q1) is homeomorphi to X.Further let Q2 be a ountable set arwise dense in DS \ X suh that
Q2 ⊂ Ord2 DS . Observe that for any ar ab ⊂ DS we have (Q1∪Q2)∩ab 6= ∅,i.e. Q1∪Q2 is arwise dense in DS . Theorem 5 shows that A(DS , Q1∪Q2) ishomeomorphi to ES . Obviously A(X, Q1) is homeomorphi to a subspaeof A(DS , Q1 ∪ Q2).The proof is omplete.



154 K. OMILJANOWSKI AND S. ZAFIRIDOU
Corollary 7. Let ∅ 6= S ⊂ {3, 4, . . . , ω} be given and suppose m =

maxS exists. Then ES and E{m} are universal in the lass of ompletelyregular dendrites with branh points of orders at most m. In partiular, E{ω}is universal in the lass of all ompletely regular dendrites.
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